Response to Questions #1

1. H006 Chamois absorber...how many square 3 sq. ft.

2. H007 Lubricant engine restorer...what brand? if its the brand restore 4cyl, 6cyl or 8cyl?
   Restore 8 cyl

3. H008 Switch rocker panel...more description
   Fed signal Corp H670132

4. H014 Wax auto carnuba....more description what brand?
   Turtle wax paste cleaner wax

5. H015 Brake Fluid....Is dot 3 ok and what size...pint, qt or gallon?
   Dot 3 gallon

6. K013 Battery group 65...what cranking amp?
   CCA 850

7. K014 Battery group 78...what cranking amp?
   CCA 800

8. K026 wiper assembly dla22....more description
   Dura last aero blade hybrid 1 pc

9. K027 wiper assembly dla26...more description
   Dura last aero blade hybrid 1 pc

10. K021 battery cleaner....brand? more description
    Noco 14 oz.
11. S022 Headlight replacement bulb HIR2U 912....more description

Eiko 9012LL 12v 55W

12. K006-K020....on all brakes do we need to quote that exact part number and brand or can we deviate?